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Key takeaways

•• In a face-saving deal for Prime Minister Theresa May, the UK government and the European Commission (EC) announced that an agreement has
been reached on the first phase of the Brexit negotiations
•• Breakthrough achieved on key points including E.U.-U.K. citizen’s rights and Ireland border issue, but experts warn that this could be far from a
binding agreement
•• While completion of the first phase is a small win, turbulent negotiations that could widen fault lines on either side likely lay ahead of us

Full commentary

The saga that is Brexit was meandering towards another plot twist, but the scriptwriter in Prime Minister
Theresa May stepped in, late in the week, to save the surprises for a future date. One thing remains for
certain; the series finale of this soap opera is some ways away.
Prime Minister May was reeling last week, amid chatter that Conservative Party MPs could move against
her, after the Northern Ireland focused Democratic Unionist Party (DUP), much to the Prime Minister’s
embarrassment, derailed her talks with Brussels. However, by the end of the week, May was able to repair
relations with the DUP, and then managed to pencil in an agreement with the European Commission as
well. The UK government and the European Commission announced last Friday that an agreement had
been reached on the conditions of UK’s withdrawal from the EU; the first phase of negotiations. The
sticking points recently have centered on EU citizen rights and Irish border issues, and a truce, albeit for
the time being, was reached on these agenda items. One should not fall into the trap of reading the joint
progress report as a binding agreement, the implementation details still remain unresolved. As Brexit
Secretary, David Davis chose to emphasize over the weekend, the deal “was much more a statement of
intent than it was a legally enforceable thing”, a comment that managed to irk Irish government.
Meanwhile, the immediate market reaction was as expected. Investors had seemingly ignored the smoke
signals coming out of London, Dublin and Brussels and breathed a sigh of relief when the deal was finally
announced and responded by attaching a higher probability on less bad outcomes. The sigh of relief
manifested itself with the Sterling soaring to a six-month high against the Euro.
In terms of next steps, the deal needs to be officially endorsed at the European Council meeting on
December 14 and 15. Subsequently, the negotiations move on to phase two, centered on and around the
future of the trade relationship between the UK and the EU. This is probably the most contentious issue
between the involved parties, and with about a year to flesh out a deal on the steady state, one could
expect fireworks emanating even within Prime Minister May’s cabinet that is comprised of both Brexiteers
and Remainers. Businesses still await clarity on what leaving the EU will mean for regulation, customs,
hiring, standards, tariffs, and taxes. They will look to phase two of negotiations for answers.
In summary, this season finale ended with a preview of what could lie ahead in 2018. But, expect to be
surprised. The stakeholders involved will work hard to ensure viewership ratings continue to skyrocket.
Please note, the Fixed Income Weekly will stop being distributed on December 18, 2017.

Last week’s market
developments
Monday, December 4
• No data to report
Tuesday, December 5
• US trade balance decreased to $48.7b s.a. for
October
Wednesday, December 6
• German factory orders decreased to 0.5%
m.o.m.
• The Bank of Canada’s overnight lending rate
remained at 1.00%
• Russian CPI is decreased to 2.5% y.o.y. for
November
Thursday, December 7
• German industrial production decreased to
-1.4% m.o.m. for October
• Eurozone GDP increased 2.6% s.a. y.o.y. for Q3
• US initial jobless claims decreased to 236k s.a.
for December
• Japan GDP increased to 0.4% s.a. q.o.q. for Q3
Friday, December 8
• US nonfarm payrolls decreased to 228k m.o.m.
s.a. for November CONSSENT Index
• US unemployment rate remained at 4.1% for
November
• US University of Michigan Sentiment Index
decreased to 96.8 for December
• UK industrial production decreased to 0.0%
m.o.m. s.a. for October
Source: Bloomberg, data as of December 11, 2017
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Central Bank Watch
Implied 3-Month Rate
on December 2017
Interest Rate Futures
Contract

Last move

Date of move

Current policy rate

Fed

+25 basis points

June 14, 2017

1.00% - 1.25%

1.29%

December 13

ECB

-5 basis points

March 10, 2016

0.00%

-0.18%

December 14

BoJ

-20 basis points

February 16, 2016

-0.10% - 0.00%

0.07%

December 21

BoE

+25 basis points

November 2, 2017

0.50%

0.52%

December 14

Source: Bloomberg; data as of December 11, 2017

Next meeting

Monday, December 11
• Japan Producer Price Index is expected to
decrease to 3.3% y.o.y. for November
Tuesday, December 12
• UK CPI is expected to increase to 0.2% m.o.m.
n.s.a. for November.
• Japan machine orders are expected to
increase to 2.9% m.o.m. s.a. for October
• US PPI final demand is expected to decrease
to 0.3% m.o.m. s.a. for November
Wednesday, December 13
• German CPI is expected to remain at 0.3%
m.o.m. for November
• UK unemployment rate is expected to
decrease to 4.2% s.a. for October
Thursday, December 14
• German manufacturing PMI is expected to
decrease to 62 s.a. for December
• Eurozone manufacturing PMI is expected to
decrease to 59.7 s.a. for December
• UK official bank rate is expected to remain
0.5% for December
• US initial jobless claims is expected to remain
at 236k s.a. for December
Friday, December 15
• US industrial production is expected to
decrease 0.3% m.o.m. s.a. for November
• US manufacturing survey general business
conditions is expected to decrease to 18.7 s.a.
for December
• US manufacturing PMI is expected to remain
at 53.9 s.a. for December
Source: Bloomberg, data as of December 11, 2017

Disclaimer
Bloomberg is the source for all data in this document as of December 11, 2017 unless otherwise specified. This document is issued by BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT, USA, Inc. (BNPP AM USA), a member of BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT (“BNPP AM”), the brand name of the BNP Paribas group’s asset
management services. This document includes information obtained from other investment management companies within BNPP AM and is produced for information purposes only and does not constitute: 1. an offer to buy nor a solicitation to sell, nor shall it form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with
any contract or commitment whatsoever or 2. investment advice. Any opinions included in this document constitute the judgment of the document’s author at the time specified and may be subject to change without notice. Such opinions are not to be relied upon as authoritative or taken in substitution for the
exercise of judgment by any recipient and are not intended to provide the sole basis of evaluation of any investment. The value of investments and the income they generate may go down as well as up and it is possible that investors will not recover their initial outlay. Investing in emerging markets, or specialised
or restricted sectors is likely to be subject to a higher than average volatility due to a high degree of concentration, greater uncertainty because less information is available, there is less liquidity, or due to greater sensitivity to changes in market conditions (social, political and economic conditions). Some emerging
markets offer less security than the majority of international developed markets. For this reason, services for portfolio transactions, liquidation and conservation on behalf of funds invested in emerging markets may carry greater risk. The contents of this document are based upon sources of information believed to
be reliable, but no warranty or declaration, either explicit or implicit, is given as to their accuracy or completeness. BNPP AM USA, to the extent permitted by law, disclaims all responsibility and liability for any omission, error, or inaccuracy in the information or any action taken in reliance on the information and
also for any inaccuracy in the information contained in the document which has been provided by or sourced from third parties. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance. This document may not be copied, distributed, or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any person without the express
consent of BNPP AM USA. Investors should consult their own legal and tax advisors in respect of legal, accounting, domicile and tax advice prior to investing in the financial instrument(s) in order to make an independent determination of the suitability and consequences of an investment therein, if permitted.
Different types of investments, if contained within this material, involve varying degrees of risk and there can be no assurance that any specific investment may either be suitable, appropriate or profitable for an investor’s investment portfolio. Given the economic and market risks, there can be no assurance that the
financial instrument(s) will achieve its/their investment objectives. Returns may be affected by, amongst other things, investment strategies or objectives of the financial instrument(s) and material market and economic conditions, including interest rates, market terms and general market conditions. The different
strategies applied to the financial instruments may have a significant effect on the results portrayed in this material. BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT USA, Inc. is registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission as an investment adviser under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, as amended.
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